
BRING THE PAYNE
MAX PAYNE 3 IN PRODUCTION
››› Rockstar Games has revealed that the third instalment of the 
Max Payne franchise is in development and scheduled for release 
on PS3 and Xbox 360 this winter. With Remedy Entertainment, 
the team behind Max Payne 1 and 2, stuck in development hell on 
Alan Wake, Rockstar’s Vancouver studio has taken the reigns. Also 
recently confirmed for PS3 and Xbox 360 is Army Of Two: The 40th 
Day (Army Of Two: err… 2), a sequel to the 2008 co-op shooter.

HD GAMING
IN BRIEF

SD UPSCALING FOR 
PLAYTV
FREE UPDATE NOW 
AVAILABLE 
››› Sony has released a 
free update for the PS3’s 
combined Freeview 
player/Digital Video 

Recorder PlayTV, which adds several new features including 
upscaling of SD, new fast-forward and rewind speeds and direct 
access to TV from the XMB. While welcome news, it isn’t quite 
the full HD support Sony originally hinted at when the product 
was in development, not to mention the fact that the PS3 already 
upscales DVDs, making this latest update seem a little redundant.

BIG BIG PLANET
ONLINE COMMUNITY 
REACHES 2 MILLION
››› It’s been announced 
that the fantastically 
innovative sandbox title 
LittleBigPlanet from UK 
developer Media Molecule 

has reached nearly 2 million users worldwide since its launch 
five months ago, with 725,000 user-generated levels created by 
European gamers alone in the same period. In related news, the 
game has recently received its very own YouTube channel, which 
will feature all of the latest LBP news, provide hints and tips for 
budding engineers and showcase the best creations to come out of 
the growing community.

IRAQ: THE VIDEOGAME
SHOOTER BASED ON 
TRUE EVENTS DROPS 
NEXT YEAR
››› Konami has 
announced development 
on a new documentary-
style game based on the 

true events of the Second Battle of Fallujah. Developer Atomic 
Games has consulted veterans of the battle, and will base the game 
on diaries, photos and videos to re-create the battle as accurately 
as possible. Questions are already being asked about the suitability 

of such a realistic game so soon after the actual events, but parts 
of COD 4 took place in a suspiciously similar ‘Middle Eastern’ 

country almost 18 months ago with little concern.

DOWNLOADS 
GATHER PACE
GODFATHER II AND COD 
LEAD THE WAY
››› EA has continued a 
pleasing trend with recent 
release The Godfather II 
by offering users a free 

downloadable multiplayer mode on day one, following with extra 
content shortly afterwards. DLC is becoming increasingly popular, 
with 1 million gamers choosing to download the Call Of Duty: World 
At War Map Pack in its opening weekend alone – which bodes well 
for Modern Warfare 2, a title the publisher is modestly aiming to 
make “the biggest selling videogame of all time.”
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HIGH-DEF ADDITIONS
HD IMPROVEMENTS FOR VIRGIN
››› VIRGIN MEDIA IS looking to add more HD 
content to its cable TV service, with the company in 
negotiations to offer three or four more HD channels 
with the aim of adding them to its lineup soon. “With 
the recent growth in HD ready households, we’re 
keen to ensure that Virgin Media customers have 
the most advanced digital TV service possible,” 
a Virgin Media spokesperson said. The cable TV 
provider currently offers just BBC HD, but also has 

HD content available on demand. A spokesperson 
said: “We’re looking to expand this service with 
more content, as well as increasing our lineup of 
broadcast HD channels over the next few months. 
We’re currently in advanced negotiations with a 
range of content providers about these channels 
and as agreements are fi nalised, we’ll be letting our 
customers know.” We’ll have the latest on any Virgin 
Media developments in High Defi nition Review. ■

HD SHIPMENTS 
SET TO TRIPLE
BUT PLASMA IS ON THE DECLINE…
››› ACCORDING TO MARKET analyst iSuppli, 
global shipments of HD products will be three times 
the number of HD units shipped in 2008, with 202 
million products projected to reach stores rather 
than the 68.9 million last year. “For the last 20 years, 
HD video has been the Holy Grail for consumer 
electronics’ original equipment manufacturers, as 
well as for avid home-theatre fans around the world,” 
said Randy Lawson, a senior analyst at iSuppli. “The 
high-tech industry’s efforts to provide HD service to 
every home are fi nally coming to fruition. This has 
resulted in an explosion of shipments of consumer-
electronics devices that support HD video, from new 

Blu-ray players to ultra-thin LCD HDTVs – and even 
some portable media players.” 

iSuppli also reported that while global plasma 
panel shipments are set to increase by around 6.7 
per cent in 2009, growth has declined from the 19.7 
per cent of last year. With Pioneer and Hitachi exiting 
the plasma business, the downturn is signifi cant, 
with both the commercial and consumer sectors 
likely to be affected. “Weak consumer spending and 
business purchases are discouraging plasma panel 
makers from ramping up production. The economic 
downturn is affecting retail and business purchases,” 
said Riddhi Patel, a principal analyst at iSuppli. ■

Dollhouse premiers on Sci Fi HD this month, but 
is the channel in negotiation with Virgin Media?
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